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Introduction
Artificial intelligence technologies
impact our societies on a scale
beyond any earlier technologies, for
the good and the bad. It is time to
update our corporate social
responsibility programs accordingly.
Last year while the world faced the Covid19
pandemic, we also saw a rise of broader
awareness and interest for companies’ social
impacts. In fact, the ‘S’ as for Social became the
most important ESG factor among the US
institutional investors[1]. Simultaneously, we saw
companies and governments introducing AI-based
products and services in all sectors, from health
services to finance to public services, on an
unpreceded scale and impacts. We feel it is time
to integrate the two worlds.

1. 2020 Edelman Trust Barometer Special Report: Institutional Investors

2. Global Reporting Initiative (GRI)

This paper outlines a framework for systematic
governance of artificial intelligence and its impacts.
Our suggestion builds on our hands-on work,
helping companies and public organizations build AI
governance and communicate their AI with internal
and external stakeholders. A glance at companies'
sustainability reports reveals quickly that
mainstream is still in the early stages of reporting
their technologies' broader impacts as part of their
sustainability disclosures.

In the following, we combine this knowledge with
the established CSR reporting standards[2] to build
a much-needed bridge between the worlds of AI
ethics, corporate social responsibility and ESG.

We hope this will help introduce a new voice of
corporate sustainability leaders, ESG practitioners
and investors to drive technology’s positive impact.
We look forward to the year 2021 disrupting the way
we read companies’ sustainability disclosures.

Ethical AI Governance Framework
Domains
Value domain
Practices and infrastructures to
formulate and support
sustainable and strategically
aligned AI solutions. Shapes the
governance domain through the
moral evaluation of what
is preferable and socially
beneficial use of AI.

Governance domain
Practice of establishing and
implementing policies,
procedures and standards for
beneficial and sustainable
development, use and
management of artificial
intelligence.

Building blocks
Impact space

Environment | Society | Customers | Suppliers | Employees | Shareholders

Strategy
Strategy and
and values
values

People
People and
and culture
culture

Stakeholder
Stakeholder engagement
engagement

Strategy for beneficial and acceptable
use of AI in alignment with business
strategy and organizational values.
Statement of an organization’s value
base and the ethical AI principles to
guide its AI development and use.

Human competences and cultural
capabilities to enable and support the
development and use of AI in an
ethically sustainable and socially
acceptable way.

Processes and practices for normative
consensus building and alignment
between an organization and its key
stakeholders, incl. ethical data and AI
supply chain.

Risk
Risk and
and impact
impact assessment
assessment
Policies, standards, processes and
technologies for contextual AI risk
identification, risk and impact
assessment and mitigation - incl.
fairness and bias testing, model
monitoring.

Accountability
Accountability and
and oversight
oversight

Transparency
Transparency

Policies, standards and processes for
ensuring proper accountability
mechanisms and human oversight of
AI systems and their impacts
throughout the system lifecycle.

Policies, standards, processes and
technologies for ensuring traceability,
explainability, contestability and
transparent communication & reporting
about AI and its impacts.

Internal space


AI Development & Ops | Privacy & Data Governance | Information & System Governance | Risk & Compliance | Sustainability & ESG
This framework has been developed in collaboration with University of Turku / Artificial Intelligence Governance and Auditing (AIGA), ai-governance.eu

Responsible

AI aligned
with business
strategy and
values.

Ethical AI Governance Framework

Key activities for
AI governance

1

Strategy
and values

Strategy for beneficial and
acceptable use of AI in alignment
with business strategy and

Alignment with organizational values
Alignment with AI strategy

organizational values. Statement

AI ethics strategy

of an organization’s value base

AI ethics principles

and the ethical AI principles to
guide its AI development and use.

Exemplary disclosures
contextualized from GRI
standards, and suggestions
for the new supplementary
measures. Companies may
consider applying the
suggested disclosures for
either internal or external
reporting.

A description of key AI opportunities, impacts,
and risks [ref. GRI 102-15]
A statement from senior decision-maker of the
organization about the relevance of ethical AI to
the organization and its strategy for addressing
AI sustainability [ref. GRI 102-14]
A description of the organization’s values, AI
ethics principles, standards, and norms of
behavior [ref. GRI 102-16]
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People and
culture

Human skills and cultural
capabilities to enable and support
the development and use of AI in

AI and ethics roles and skills
Diversity and inclusion

an ethically sustainable and

Ethical culture

socially acceptable way.

Whistleblowing policies and processes

Type and scope of programs implemented to
upgrade employee AI and ethics skills [ref. GRI
404-2]
Percentage of individuals in AI teams in diversity
categories [ref. GRI 405-1]
A description of internal and external
mechanisms for whistleblowing [ref. GRI 102-17]
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Stakeholder
engagement

Processes and practices for
normative consensus building and
alignment between an
organization and its key

AI policy engagement
AI supplier management
Community engagement

stakeholders, incl. community and
user engagement, ethical data and
AI supply chain.

An explanation of how the organization
manages the AI policy and related lobbying
activities [ref. GRI 103]
Percentage of AI suppliers that were screened
using ethical criteria [ref. GRI 414-1, 2]
The organization’s approach to stakeholder
engagement [ref. GRI 102-42, 43, 44],
Percentage of AI operations with implemented
community engagement, impact assessments
[ref. GRI 413-1, 2]
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Risk and
impact
assessment
Risk and impact assessment should
cover the management of material AI
risks, including privacy and data
security, non-discrimination, and other
contextually relevant risks.

Policies, standards, processes
and technologies for contextual AI
risk identification, risk and impact
assessment and mitigation - incl.
fairness and bias testing, model
monitoring.

Risk identification and materiality analysis
Risk and controversy tracking
Risk and impact assessment policies,
standards and processess
Technical tools, e.g. fairness and bias testing,
model monitoring, impact assessment tools

A description of key AI impacts, risks, and
opportunities [ref. GRI 102-15]
*Note, GRI doesn’t provide standards for
algorithm impact assessments; however,
reporting logic of the GRI standard for human
rights assessments provides a good reference.

A description of risk and impact assessment
standards, processes and tools used.
Total number and percentage of AI operations
classified as high-risk.
Total number and percentage of AI operations
that have been subject to risk and impact
assessments [ref. GRI 412-1, 412-2]
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Accountability
and oversight

Policies, standards and processes
for ensuring proper accountability
mechanisms and human oversight

Roles and responsibilities
Audit and certification processes

of AI systems and their impacts

Oversight processes and forums

throughout the system lifecycle.

Redlines
Liability and insurances

The highest committee that formally reviews the
organization’s ethical AI governance, and a
process for communicating critical concerns to
the committee. [ref. GRI 102-32, 33]
Total number and percentage of AI operations
that have been subject to independent auditing
or certified.
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Transparency

Policies, standards, processes and
technologies for ensuring
traceability, explainability,
contestability and transparent
communication & reporting about AI.

Transparency standards and processes
Communication and reporting processess
Processes for exercising data subject rights
and contesting automated decisions
Technical tools, e.g. AI registers,
explainability tools, decision logs

A description of transparency and reporting
standards, processes and/or tools used.
System level disclosures of AI systems in use,
and their economic, social and environmental
impacts per each business domain and country
of operations.

The level of publicity of system disclosures
should be decided based on contextual factors.
A description of processes for exercising data
subject rights, explainability and contesting
automated decisions.
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Privacy and
data security

Policies, standards, processes and
technologies for ensuring data
protection, proper data governance
and organzation’s compliance with
existing data protection regulations.

Data protection and data governance policies
and processes
Risk and impact assessment policies,
standards and processes
Policies and processes for exercising data
subject rights
Cybersecurity policies, standards, processes
and tools

Privacy and data security are domains
of the most mature current governance
practices. It is also an area of relatively
established sustainability reporting.

The proposed Ethical AI Governance
model is suggested to be closely
integrated with such existing
governance and reporting practices.

A description of privacy and data governance
standards, processes and tools used.
Total number of substantiated complaints
received concerning breaches of customer
privacy [ref. GRI 418-1]
Total number of identified leaks, thefts, or losses
of customer data [ref. GRI 418-1]
A description of cybersecurity standards,
processes and tools used.

Getting started
In today’s digital businesses,
artificial intelligence is among the
most important drivers for an
organization’s non-financial impact.
It is time to acknowledge this on how
we address corporate sustainability.
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Build AI and ethics
literacy among your
board, management
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Assign responsibility:
who will represent your
company on what
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Understand your impact
and risks, and build an
AI ethics strategy and

and AI practitioners

comes to AI governance

governance to help you

through education and

and its economic, social

align AI sustainably

talent sourcing.

and environmental

with strategy and

impacts?

values.

Saidot is the leading digital sustainability focused
technology and services company. We help our
customers design and implement data-driven CSR
strategies for positive impact.

Our mission is to help companies and
governments develop and deploy trustworthy AI.
Our technology platform allows organisations build
AI registers to deliver transparent and accountable
AI services that people can trust.

Learn more

If you’d like to learn
more on Ethical AI
Disclosures, contact
us by sending email
at info@saidot.ai
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Thank you.
Kiitos.
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